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Flexible. Safe. 
Efficient.
The benefits of Nordisch at a glance:

Full power 
with Nordisch –
Your partner for sustainable charging technology

+   Innovative charging algorithms: Nordisch Akku Charge 
Pro technology preserves batteries and extends their 
service life*

+   Combined operation saves time and money (e.g. NiCd, 
NiMh, Li-Ion and many more)

+   Thermal management prevents premature battery ageing 
and reduces power consumption

+   Changing the adapter only takes a few seconds
+  Discharge protection when the battery is attached
+  Future-proof due to interchangeable modules
+   Innovative safety concept in the form of an intelligent 

interface for charging parameters and charge status
+  Up to 36 V as standard
+ Updatable free of charge
+   Acoustic signalling, for example, in the event of reversed 

polarity or a contact break in the battery
+			Coupling	with	fire	alarm	system	possible 

(in connection with Nordisch charging system cabinets)

*   Tested under laboratory conditions in comparison to the manufacturers’ 
single chargers, depending on battery type.
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Technical industrial products 

 The charging technology oftoday 
can't be the charging technology 

of tomorrow, surely? Yes it can! That is, if 
you put your faith in long-term quality and 
a high level of expertise with regard to your 
charging technology. 

Nordisch has developed genuine technical 
innovations that provide you with more than 
just state-of-the-art technology: Nordisch 
supplies the charging technology of the 
future!



FULLY FLEXIBLE. SAFE. EFFICIENT.

HIGHLY INNOVATIVE. NORDISCH.

With the future-proof multiple chargers from 
Nordisch, you can charge up to 4 batteries at the 
same time – irrespective of the manufacturer and 
battery type. Each base unit can be combined 
with	different	charger	adapters	and	is	suitable	for	
every type of battery.  

What’s more, the service life of your batteries 
can be extended considerably* thanks to 
the patented charging method Nordisch 
AkkuChargePro!

With modular charging system cabinets from 
Nordisch, you have the option to charge up to 
32 batteries simultaneously. Due to the fact that 
several base units and adapters can be used  
in	a	flexible	manner,	setting	up	your	own	
customised system is very straightforward. 

The system is also suitable for tight spaces and 
subsequent expansions thanks to the on-board 
air conditioning provided by a regulated twin fan.

With the variable Nordisch test devices, 
you’ll always be on the safe side. No matter 
whether you use the Nordisch “Quickcheck” 
or “Intensivtester”: analysing faults and 
malfunctions is very straightforward indeed.

Compatible with NiCd-/NiMh and Li-Ion batteries 
up to 44V – the Nordisch “Schnelltester” is the 
only device in the world capable of this!

Every solution is born from a challenge. As your partner, Nordisch will pave the way 
to your goal and walk with you every step of the way. Because we specialise  
in the development of specific designs for your business. 

Do	you	need	a	very	specific	type	of	battery?	Does	your	company	have	specific	
system cabinet requirements?

Then get in touch! We would be delighted to find a solution for you.

AkkuCharge Pro – 
now available for 

lead drive batteries 
up to 48 V!

You can print out the test results from the 
test	devices	without	any	additional	effort	–	an	
additional computer is not required. You can 
stick the practical labels onto the test objects 
themselves. This helps you to keep track  
of each battery’s performance.

The thermal direct printer is, of course, 
compatible with all Nordisch test devices.

SO EASY: Put your own customised Nordisch 
system	together	using	our	online	configurator	 
in a few simple steps! 
www.nordisch-gmbh.de/konfigurator

*  Tested under laboratory conditions in comparison to the 
manufacturers’ single chargers, depending on battery type.

NORDISCH MULTIPLE CHARGERS
NORDISCH TEST DEVICES AND 

BATTERY MANAGEMENT NORDISCH CHARGING SYSTEM CABINETS NORDISCH LABEL PRINTER


